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It has been observed, informally, that there might be some 
positive relationship between (1) certain.p~ersonality factors as 
measured by the Guilford-Zimmerman .f'emp~:.~en!: .survez (Gui_lford 
and Zimmerman, 1949) and ( 2) student perf ormanc·e on impromptu 
English class themes at Lehigh University. 
This problem arose from observations of student p~ofiles 
which were reviewed by the author at the P~acement and Counseling 
Services at Lehigh~ A review of f..sychol9g~2al Abstrac~ for the 
• I 
past thirteen years revealed no specific research pertaining to 
personality tests and grades on English themes. 
Essentially, among other considerations, the purpose of this 
study was to investigate the hypothesis that individuals who scored 
. 
,•. 
high on both the (A) and (T) factors of the Guilford-Zimmerman 
Temperament ~urvey are those who would. receive high grades on Eng-
lish class coµipositions, when other major varia.bles were held con-
stant or eliminated. Conversely, low scorers on both the (A) and 
(.T) factors are, consequently, likely to .rece-ive low grades on 
English class compositions. The logical and hypothetical impli-
cations of this relationship will be discussed below. 
T~e 1949 revisi~n of the Guilford-Zimmerman .!e!llPeramen:t, . 
.§.urvey (hereafter referred to as G-Z) is a personality inventory 
authored by J ,·:P •. Guilford an~· Wayne S. Zimmerman and published 
___ ,. .... ---,---- -·- ---- c".---· ,:_ ..... -.. :~"; -~-: ~-.-=----7-~-,=:·.ccc_·-;: --~-.~:::= .. =--~---=-------==---t--=c-=-....... -,~~=" ~----------c=---=:c-.... ----
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Th.e _per-sonality factors, as measured by the ~Z, are (G) ·-
Generai Activity, (R) Restraint, (A) Ascendance, -(s-)-·soc1ao1!ity,~ 
-· (E) Emotional Stability, (0) O.bjectivity, (F) Friendliness, (T) 
....... , ........... .,.,_-__ ..... --~---~·-··--·~~-~-------~--· .... __ T~gbtfulness, (P) Personal Relations and (M) lvlasculinity. The 
choice of items included in each fa.cto.r rested upon considerable 
factor analysis data and upon previous item analysis conducted by 
the above authors. New item analyses were ma.de because a number 
of years had elapsed since t_he results of previous analyses were 
-published. The items had been generally revised and the positions 
of -items changed in the new inventory. (See Appendix I for test 
.. i~ems in factors (A) and (T).) 
According to the test's authors, the reliability with which 
each of the factors is assessed has been shown to be approximately 
.80. The intercorrelations, for each factor with every other fac-
tor, range from -.29 to +.69. The intercorrelations are ·quite low 
and are indicative of the prevailing uniqueness of the factors. 
The correlation between the two experimental variables (A) and (T), 
t1i th which this study is concerned, was reported to be - • 19 accord-
ing to the test's authors. 
The G-Z is non-timed and may be administered on either a 
group or individual basis. The ~ubject record-s his responses on 
a two-sid-ed--IBM- answer sheet which is quickly scored e.nd data there-
-f"rom-a-re---p-r--efi-led on an acc9mpa.nying pro:rile sheet. Usually, stu- _ 
2 
\I! 






survey eonsists of exactly ;oo test items or questions which a.re 
. ' 






answered by "YES", "?", or "Non. For ea.ch of the ten personality 
factors, measured by the test, thirty questions have been found, 
by factor analysis, to be significantly indicative of a separate 
personality factor. The range of scores of each factor is from 
o ... ;o. 
The authors state that the ASCENDANCY factor, {A), tells 
bow the individual relates to his social environment, whether it 
be in an. (1) ascendant or. (2) a withdrawing manner. A high scorer 
on this factor might be expected to nave personality character-
fstics of an individual who~isa leader, self~defensive, and c~p-
able of being at ease when appearing or speaking in publ2ic. A 
low (A) £'actor scorer might be_ expected to have personality char-
acteristics indicative of an individual who is submiss'ive, a fol-
lower instead of a leader, and is hesitant in entering freely into 
conversation. The low scorer also tends to avoid situations in 
which he might be made to make himself conspicuous. 
It can, therefore, be assumed that an individual who scores 
high on the (A) factor tends to be of the sociable, gregarious 
nature, tl1us permitting him to. be better prepared to communicate 
and to relate to others better than one who would score at the 
opposite pole of the (A) ~cale. 
According to the aut,hors, the factor THOUGHTFULNESS, (T ), 
indicates how reflective, insightful and thoughtful an individual 
' 
. app~s to··-1,e:; .. Fur~r,-· this-ra.ctor measures ~one's- -i1iterest in - ... -------~ -.; ; . --·-- -
. - . 
bei:-ig observant as compared with being non-observant. If one is 





to perceptually synth.esize and ·organize his thoughts, feelings and 
emotions. 
The hypothesis is that a high scorer on the (A) factc;,r would 
be much better equipped, verbal.ly, to communicate his ideas and 
feelings to others in various situations!_.~., as might be demon-
strated by impromptu English themes. An individual who scores low 
on the (A) factor would, by the same token, tend to be one who is 
shy, submissive and wit.hdrawing, thus limiting hi~ ability to com-
municate as well as a high scorer .yia the impromptu English themes. 
Furt·her, in accordance with the above hypothesis, he would be less 
able to cope with social situations, thus not able to communicate 
as well as the person with high ascendancy drives and character-
istics. Likewise,. a high scorer on the (T) factor would be.-much 
better enabled to communicate thoughtful ideas insightfully and 
reflectively as would be demonstrated in the content o~ the English 
th.emes. On the contrary, a low scorer on (T) factor would show a 
lack of thoughtful reflective tpinking in his impro~tu English 
themes. 
~ The English department at Lehigh University requires the 
majority of freshmen to take English I. The course is designed 
4 
.· .. ·.. ,, ... , ___ ,,,.-f.c,>.···.·····,''···., ·to·~ea.cn ···English·· compos·ition·duririg''the-rall semester. , \fith ····the·.·< ..... ,.,~ ... =,•v¢c~ .. E;+-~---·-"*-=·~*·~··~ ... ~". 
exception of eighty selected freshmen, approximately 600 students 
i 
·took the course during their freshmen year ·(1960-1961) in the 
from English I ~nd placed in English XI, an advanced class which 





Mem.bers of the. freshmen class wbo had been placed in English XI 
were omitted from tb.e st-µdy because of a differential treatment 
effect. The selection of th.e latte·r was made· on the basis of sev-
eral criteria, ~·~·, .high attainment o:q t}:le C. E. E .• B. VerQal 
---· 
---Aptitude; The Purdue English Test; and the Fre~hman Week English 
theme, a departmental measure of prof.iciency in composition. 
The present. study was conducted with only the ·re-ma.ining more 
homogeneous population of English I students, after the above sel-
ection procedures had been applied to the entire ~res~ class. 
These students were required to.write twelve themes during 
the semester. Six themes were p-repared out of class on assigned 
topics, while the 0th.er six were of the impromptu nature. Ea.ch 
. or the latter was i~ritten during a fifty minute class period on . t 
a. topic assigned by the professor at the beginning of the class 
sessions on those particular .days. 
. . 
The last three impromptu themes were called "hurdles". To 
..... receive a passing grade in English I, the student must have had 
e.t least a passing average on the "hurdles 0,. By the time the 
.·,. 
.. 11hurdlesn were reached, the English department assumed that the 
students had an adequate traini~g experience to prepare them to 
--- -- - .. -=--·-~-~-.-:----------------
----perf'etrm effectively in writing impromptu themes. 
According to the English department, no one student's three 
"hurdles" were graded by the same instructor, i.e,., the three . 
.. .... -.. 
'i 
,/ . - .... -···. -·-¥·--- --... --.· ...,............_..__ ... __ ..._ ______ ,...._.., ...... - -----~"---~"- -·----· . 
·\ 
. . 
This procedure, as one would expect, would tend to distribute any 
subjective bias on the part of the grader evenly over the entire 
grojip .of· subjects I grades. 
It 
The instructor gr~ded the themes as A, B, C,· D, or F; A being 
-· . . . . .. - - - .- - -,--- . - ,___ . "' . . . - . - ---- .. ----. ·- . -• ---- --···" -··· ····-- -- --·-----·-
th.e hi-ghest grade. Numerical equivalents were assigned to these 
letter grades e.s: ·_A = 4, B = ,, C = 2, D = 1, and F = O. In th.e 
English department, the final "hurdle" grade we.a the average n11mer-
ical grade for the three themes. 
Instead of· using the average of· the three grade~, this study 
•, 
- used the total of the three grades to facilitate tabulation of 
-·--·-· . -----····--·· - ------ -·· ····--- - - -·-·---- ---.,.~-- -~--' -~-- ... ~--:-. ----·- -
frequency distribution data. This total was us~d as t~e criterion 
variable (E) and represents a 1 fairly consistant sample of s~udent 
performance under conditions ,,here ,motivation was sufficiently 
high. At the same time, since the students had no advance know~ 
ledge of what topic to treat, the opportunity to _prepare before . 
the exercise wau eliminated. This. tended to reduce t.he variability 
"'" 
of performance such as might be the case if there had been oppor-
tunity for assistance from other sources or pre-class preparation. 
liow, having described the (A) factor, the. (T) factor, and 
the (E) factor, it is hypothesized that individuals who a.re high 
scorers on both the (A) and (T) personality factors possess those 
personality characteristics and qualities which enable them to 
communicate.and to relate their ideas in an impromptu situation· 
6 . 
. - --.. --·· -··---· _____ ,__ --· ·--~-----· - --·-·-------- . ; 
--,-~- - ----·-·----- ·-· -1-·--~-- -·---- -·--
. - _: __ ··----~-:~=--~= .. ::: __ = .. -.. = ...... __ =_: __= ...... ~===c be~t~-=tbelt-=i.co11 · ·cgev~era=·efft=-::the~e-: ·~~cto~& ~=--;;-c ... -ccC-C.C::. :,::CC:,~~:=:::~; =:·-~~:_~----:_:_ .. .:.:.:::..:__:__:::::__:.:.:_~,:.:._::~ _ __::..:::::-.:_::·::::_~::~=~~~~:·::_~--=---=:--,.--:_: ... :. 
In the above paragraphs, the first three variables which 




Now, the_fourth variable, (C), under consideration.is the College 
·-- . Entrance Examination ~ard Verbal Aptitude· test score. 11 0. E. E. B.t• 
· is the abbreviation for the above named test which is published and 
administered by the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New 
7 
--- -- -- -------- --- ----Jersey, (Scholastic Apt:·i-tud.e Test, 1956) by qualified personnel in 
·-·--· \----······-~····· .~ .. ·.:(· · ... -_· -------." : .. 
- ··-·· ....... , ... -, ... ,' .-..... __ ., .. ·:,-,,: 
-, 
the high school~. 
,< 
Ee.ch student, before entering Lehigh University, is required 
to take the a. E. E. B. series of tests in hi'gh school. The Verbal 
Aptitude section of the C. E·. E. B. consists of the following sub-
secti~ns: (a) word opposites, (b) analogies e.nd (cl) reading comp-
rehension. In general, the Verbal Aptitude section tests an appli-
cant ts ability to understand the meanings of words; how well he 
comprehends the me·anings of sentences; and finally h·is abi~ity to 
recognize and a.ne.lyze relationsh.ips of wor,ds 'and ideas. This test 
is reported to give a fairly good estimate of one 1 s verbal capacity 
via the medium of a highly standardized multiple choice objective 
--· 
type examination. The possible range of scores is from 200 to 800. 
' Since this study was concerned with the relationship of two 
. 
of the predictor variables (A) and (T), with the criterion variable, 
.. . . --··. - - ... --· ···-- .. ----- ......... ----- -- ······-- --··. - ... -- .. - - . -- ·----· ----- .. .. ·-· - -· 
(E), the (C) score was included as an additional controlling pre-
dictor variable. 
:::.· 
--~· . .. ~ ;. . 
==-.-_·cr=.-:..-;·-~".,=.,;~=:""·'-·c.-2$ .  ~~=-~--: ~-··-.._ -=--·~ - =,, .. --9 -~~ ........ """"--~'~-=~;;~j.\ -... 
l -· 
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METHOD 
Subject!• Data were collected from 597 first semester fresh-
men enrolled in English I. This group is the freshmen class.of the 
8 
·,·: 
The age .for the_ al.l .. ------··· 
' 
male group is approximately eighteen years. 
Procedure. The following data were collected from the test 









scores from the G-Z test 
scores from the G-Z test 
,i!\ ' ) 
.~. fl Hurdle" grades from the English Department 
scores froJ!l the C. E. E. B. test 
The (A) and {T) personality factor scores were gathered from 
the Guilford-Zimmerman Te~erament ~urv!l records. This test was 
administered, in part, scored and profiled by the wrciter ,in Sep-
tember, 1960. 
The three 11hurdle" English composition grades were provided, 
for each student, through the cooperation of the English Depart-
ment. These grades have been summed. 
The C. E. E. B. Verbal Aptitude test score for each student 
was gathered from records in the Placement and Counseling Services 
at Lehigh University. 
The e.bove scores and gr_ades are on record at the Placement 





. .. '• : ·~ 
.. 9· 
RESULTS and DISCUSSION 
Appendix II contains the raw data on which this study was 
- - -.- ~ - ----~ ---- - -·---~------- - -- . -
. . . 
- - -- ·- -- ------- ~--~···· - .... --- --
... ~ 
based. Each subject's identification number along with his respec-
t.ive (A), (T), (E ), and (C) scores were recorded for all 597 .sub- . 
jects. Appendix.III contains the frequency distributions for the 
four variables. 
Zero Order Correlations 
.-{. 
Inspection of the scatter diagram of the four variables taken 
pairwise reve~led a reasonable degree of llnearity in the relation- ~ 
ships. Each.of the three predictor variables, (A), (T), (C), and 
the criterion variable, (E), was correlated with each other by the 
Pearson prpduct-moment method which yielded six zero-order coeffi- . ... 
cients of correlation. These are shown in Append:l.x IV (a). along 
with the means e.nd standard deviations for each variable. The high-. \ . . 
est coefficient of correlation, .25, was that between- (C) and (E). 
An r = .16 was found to exist between (A) and (T), an r = .15 be-
tween (T) and (C), an r= .08 between (A) and (C), an r = .o; be-
tween (A) and (E), and an r = -.04 between (T) and (E). In con-
• 
" trast with rat= .16, as found in this study, Guilford and Zimmer-
man reported rat= -.19, in th.eir original data. 
The t test was applied.to ascertain the significance of the 
-
three zero-order r's which involved the-criterion variable with 
-
each of the three predictor variables. For this test and for alL . ........ 
'. ., 
:'lo, 
,- ·---·- __ --~ . ...,.;-.-=.---~-..... -~---·. ___________ :_L _____ :.. ·---~·---·- _ ... --·--- - - - -- -- -- - - ----------- ---- ---- -- . <( . t-· -•. ~.--· ~ -·-. ---·-·---~-- ---··-~·----r -~ ·- -t~. ·---:-·- -. -·-.~-- ··-. -·-· -- -----···· ··- ~--~-· ~ - -·-··.... · ·;.~~--,-~_-:-:-:~.-,.:;,:;-~ ... _.._c·.,-.~::..-,· .. -,. .. "'"'"·'"'--=..!.__.:::.;,:;.~ ...... - -. -· ~ - ··-"' ___ .:;.:,-::-: _,, ·--··-. r.:;::,:·_~ ...... _.,_, --~·-·~---~----~~----· . .:, ____ -~~---<"~ ·-- ·-··- -· ·-· ... ·•··· ···-- . 
-· .... . :... . .. 
• ' 
• 
subsequent tests of significance, the .01 level of confidence was 
adopted. Details of all tests are reported in Appendix IV. These 
tests showed that !.e.e and !.te were not significantly different from 
1.' .:...:.:a. 







zero, (t = 0.72 and -0.92 respectively, d.f. = 595) while r was 
-ce 
significantly different from zero (t = 6.;3, d.f. = 595). (See 
__ Appendix IV--a) · The non-significance of r and r were not in 
-e.e ·-·te -
line with the hypothesis, in that it was expected that (A) and (T) 
would show- a high positive relationship to (E),. the criterion.·· The 
significance of r is in line with the expectation that the vari-
-ce 
able which wa:s measured by (C) should have directly reflected it-
self in the· student's English grade. 
Multiple Regression and 14ultiple Correlation 
Despite the fact that the zero-order correlations between 
. ~ 
(A) and (E) and between (T) and (E) were not significantly differ-
ent from zero, a multiple regression analysis was performed to as-
sess the combined effect of all three predictor variables. Using 
the Fisher-Doolittle method (Walker and Lev, 1953), th.e following 
beta* values were obtained: (See Appendix IV b) 
b* t = +.0212; b* = -.0810; b* · = +.2618 
ea. c et.ac ec.at 
From these.beta* values, both the multiple regression equa-
---~391 
'iion and the multiple correlation coefficient \iere obtained. The 
multiple" re"gression equation was as follows: (See Appendix IV b) 
,..,, 
E t = ( 1 • 296 4 ) + ( • 00 77 ) (A. ) + ( - • 0 314 ) ( T. ) + ( • 008 7 ) ( C .) 
a C . 1 1 · i 
r,J 
From this equation, an individual rs predicted (E) score (E t ) 
B. C 
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. . 
beta.weight. , 
The multiple correlation coefficient was R = .2634 (See 
J e.atc 
Appendix IV b). 
- ,. ... ' .• - -.,....,._._, .•• - .••. ,.-. ,.c,- ,,,,,.. ~- -·· • ·- --;- ,-_.,, .,,,~-,, .... " - . '. • •• -- •. , 
An l. test for the significance of the m~t-iple correlation 
· coefficient was run. It was found that· F = 14. 74 (d.f. = 3 and 
11 
__ --------------~--------·---·------ ------~9})- {~ Appendix IV b) whi-eh is : significant, indic-ating- a corr-el~~-~-----
~ tion greater than zero for the combined predictors. It is to be 
---------- -- --- ----- --,-·-----·· -·--·--· -····~'*- - __ .. __ ··---· ' " .. - . 
. 
noted, however, that the multiple correlation coefficient of .2654 
is not. 11;1.t'ch higher than the zero-order corr~lation of (C) and (E), 
r = .2511. ce 
Elinrl nation of ( C) Variable 
-
Since the me.in concern of this ·study .is with· the relation-
ship bet\areen (A), (T) and (E ),-· and in view of the very slight- ·1m-
provement in R · t compared to r , an analysis was done which e.a c 
-ce 
eliminated the (C) variable from the multiple regression equation. 
The multiple correlation coefficient Re .at was co~uted and found 
to have the value .0520 (See Appendix IV c). Therefore, R2 
. · e.ac = 
.0027, and this quantity ( .27%) represents the variance- o-f (E1--
scores accounted for by the (A) and (T) variables. In other words, 
1 - R2 = .997, represents the amount of variability of (E) e.at 
scores (over 99%) which was not accounted for by the (A) and (T) 
variables. In addition, an E test was run to ascertain the signi-
ficance of the loss due to the elimination of the (C) variable. 
The F = 42.50 (1 and 593 d.f.) was significant. (See Appendix IV c) 
Another way of looking at the same problem is to evaluate 
-- -· . ·--
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c8.l1Ce of the sec:oncl.-Order p~:tiaf c~rrelation, ~c .at. ,That is, 
the partial correlation between (E) and (C) holding the other two 
~~ ·.- ·::· ______ _ 
' ~-
• ..




· predictor variables, (A·) and (T), constant. The t value was found 
-
- to be 6.52 (d.f. = 595) which is significant (Se_~ Appendix IV c). 
!l'es'ting th:e _ significance of thi~ -se,G~nd-order partial co-rrele.ti:on --~----------- ------------- -
1· I'· 
is equivalent to testing the-significance of the_ beta* value, 
--, 
~*ec.at (See Appendix IV c). This again offers evider1ce that only 
the (C) predictor _variable was of importance in predicting Englis-h 
grades. 
' MtiltiFl~ Cut-of'f Analisis 
. In addition to the correlational analysis, a second method 
:of testing the hypothesis was employed. Since the hypothesis re-
fers to differential English grades between high and low scorers C - p 
~ 
. on the (A)-and (T) v~riables, a multiple cut-off method was used. 
In establishing the two groups of high and low scorers, an arbi~ 
trary decision must be 0 made as to th_e cut~o:f'f scores to be used. 
"' The cut--offs decid-e-d-upan we-re the mean plus- on-e stan~ard a.evia~· -
tion for the high scoring group and the mean minus one standard 
deviation for the low scoring group. Thus, individuals whose raw 
score on the (A) variable fell at or above 15.93 + 5.52 = 21.45 ~ 
21, and·whose raw score on the (T) variable fell at or above 18.80 
+ 5.1; = 2;.9; ~ 24, were placed in the :high scoripg group. In-
dividuals whose raw score on (A) fell at or below 15.93 - 5.52 = 
"" l0.41 = 10 and whose raw score on (T) fell e.t or beloi.-, 18.80 -
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5. 13 = 1; .67 = 14, were placed.in the low scoring group. With these 
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:. ·-.. :: 
Since it has already been established that the (C) variable 
~ 
has the only significant effect on (E), it was necessary to match 
' 
----,:-·-----~- --:---~--~----------~t-he----high ;and--·-low···group·s····wtth respect···to the··----··(c} variable. Tcf ac-
- ------ ·---. _________ _._,. .. ~ .. ~ .. ~·-··-···-·'-
.... _. --· _ __,,,.--, --- . . . 
complish t·his, an F. test for homogeneity of variance ,.of the (C) -·" 
-
scores and at test for the difference in means of (c) scores was 
run on the original high versus low groups of 27 and ;6 individuals 
respectively. This we.s done to see if th.ey were already matched 
on the (C) variable. The variance of the groups was homogeneous 
(F = 1.06, d.f. = 26 and 35) and ~he means were not significantly 
different (t = 2.55, d.f. = 61) (See Appendix IV d). 
Since the groups were·matched with respect to (C), the same 
two statistical tests (F and t) were run on the (E) scores for the 
- -
high versus low groups. The variances of (E) scores of the groups 
were homo gen~ous (F =· 1 • 05, d. f. = 26 and 35) and the means for (E ) 
scores were not'·significantly different (t = 0.50, d.:r. ~ 61) (See 
Appendix IV d). -· This analysis, theri, agrees with the previous 
findings in indicating a rejection of the experimental hypothesis. 
The above analysis is ~pen to two possible criticisms. First, 
while the means of the (C) scores for the high versus lotr groups 
was not sign~ficant at the level of confidence adopted in this 
study, (.01), it is signif;icant at the .05 level. Second, the cut-
off scores were selected arbitrarily. To meet the first objection,. 
the high and 10-w groups were -made more equal on the ( C) variable 
___ by __ __theL following matching technique. Four categories of (e) scores 
... 
were established: scores at,_or above the (c) score of 631 (the 
mean. (C) score plus .o.ne .. standard deviation)_; scores at or above 
1; . 
-. . -~· 
--- '~·- ,:: ....... -. . 
,.;,_-' !"j, . 
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. 571 but below 6;o (at or above the mean but below one standard . I. 
- I 
deviation); scores at or above 511_ but below 570 (using one stan-




'-.. - -~.,-;, ·:- :::, ,-,.·, _.. 
deviation below th.e mean). For each category, if there were more 
individuals in one group (high or low) than in the other, a ran-
dom selection ··of individuals to be el~minated from the .larger group 
; 
was ma.de. Thus, there were equal numb.era of individuals froIQ. ea.ch 
of the (C) score categories in the high and low~groups (2) in ea~h 
group). These groups showed homogeneity of variance ·on the (c) 
variable (F = 1 .32, d .f. = 22 and 22) and the means w·ere not signi-. 
ficantly dif'fer·ent at the .05 level (t = 0.08, d.f. = 44) (See 
Appendix IV d). Turning to the (E) scores for these high and low 
groups, it was found, as was· true pri·or to this stricter matching· 
·o:n (C), that the groups had homogeneous variances (F = 1.35,d.f. = 
22 and 22) and that the means for (E) scores were not significantly 
different (t = 0.62, d.f. = 44) (See Appendix IV d). 
To meet the objection of the arbitrarily selected cut-off 
s .. cores, two other cut-off scores were tried. First, the mean plus 
two standard deviations fo·r the high group, and the mean minus two 
-standard deviations for the low group. To be included in the high 
·• 
·gro~p, individuals had to have an (A) sco_re of e.t least 27 and a 
(T) score of a.t lea.st 29. To be inclu~e-d in the lo,i group, indi-
__ :2.'.~-9.!c.~*-~-~--~--! ... ~per~ wer~_ lJ.Q, i_~d_i,viduals who met the req.uirements for . ,. -- -... ~. . . 
. 
the big~ _group a.nd 011ly two individuals who met the requirements 
·'·· 
J: 
.. r:-· , ....... '.~··:· ....... ···--··---~··-·-·· 
/. 
• •' ~ • •·,• - •_.:.._, ••••.• •, ..... <.••·.'•C'. ,. ,,,,,.,,-,,,;' ,-~,::,.•, A< ,~· 0.-. • • 
. 
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for the low .group. Tbe~efore, nothing more was done with this 
cut-off score system. 
-- • - •• ' --- - -· ~. _, ··- • ·--~ ~--· ~ -- _, __ ,_,,_ ---•.--··•·,---,-- -- _!! __ •• -
.. ~ -
individuals who score·d at or above an (A). score of l6 and a .(T) 
score of 19 and were placed in the high group. There were 150 in-
di vid ua.ls who scored at or below an (A) score bf 15 and· a (T.) score 
of 18 and were placed in the low group. A check on the (C) scores 
for thes.e· t,-10· g;roups showed the. variances to be homogeneous (F = 
1.02~ d.f. = r4o and 149) ·but the means to besigntfica.ntly d·iffer-ent 
(t = 3.51, d.f. = 189) .{See App·endix IV d). The same matching 
technique, as reported above, was then used, giving 123 individuals 
in each group (high and low)'. 
·i, 
For these groups, the 1variances of 
the ( C) scores ,.,ere homogeneous (F = 1 • 02, d .f. = 122 and 122) and 
the means of' the- (C) scores were not significantly different (t = 
-
0.81, d.f. =)?:4) (See Appendix TI' d). Turning to the (E) scores 
.of the high ver·sus low groups, it was found that the variances were 
homogeneous (F =-1.29, d.£. = 122 and 122) and that the means were 
not significantly different "(t = 1.54,. d.f. = 244) (See Appendix IV d). 
Thus adopting the minimum possible cut-off score, the mean, did 
not alter the conclusion previously arrived at by using the mean 
plus or minus one standard deviation. The experimental hypothesis 
is rejected. 
' ' ~ . . .- . - -•••••-h••-•-•,- • • •,,, • •---~-- ••-• ·-· •. ••" -- "•--•OP•~•"-,·-"•••--~••,••-•••,,_~---~--~-,~-••, .. •-•'-',•"",•' ~,-,.-" -~~ .. ~_._,,,.__., ... ,_ ... ,,,.4,,· 0 •+•.·-•:'•"0-·'••-- • .. _ ..... · .. ··.-• ••• ... ·.-···-••- .. ·-,, .. •-·•••·--~·;: .. · ...... · •• _ ... • .. 'o<>-•..-.,. • .J .• _, ...... ._._.~,·- .-~-·, .• "\ .• •.'"•,-_, ... ~ ......... -~'••• .... - /.• •. ·- -•->~•• --•-•··••••·---• •--·-
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.SUMMARY 
This study was designed to test the hypothesis that two of 
I . 
. . 
the personality factors, (A), ascendancy and (T), thoughtfulness, 
from the Guilford-Zimmerman Tel!!Perament Survey are related to stu-
. .:, 
dent performance on impromptu themes, (E), written in English I • 
.. 
In particular, the hypothesis stated that those individuals who 
scored high on both. (A) and (T) -would_ also score high on (E) and 
conversely. To test this hypothesis it was necessa;ry to control 
for previous training and aptitude in English composition. Hence, 
the relationship between the-(C), C. E. E. B. scores and the (E) 
. 
scores was taken into account in testing the hypothesis. 
Referring to (E) as the criterion variable and to (A), (T) 
. . 
and (c) as predictor variables, it was foW1d that of the three zero 
order correlations which involved the criterion variable and one 
of the predict,or variables, only that value between (C') and (E) · 
(r = .2511) was significantly different from zero (.01 level of ce -
confidence used throughout). 
Despite this fact, both the multiple regression and the mul-
tiple correlation coefficient were obtained· to assess the combined 
effect of all three predictor variables. The multiple correlation 
coefficient (R = .2634) was significantiy different from zero. 
e.atc 
Removal of the effect of the (C) variable led to a signifi-
t. • • ----•, ..... ..---.~•-• .---·-···-~-• .--· ,: · .. -· ·. ""~••--., -~•-•--- ,._,_,.,. , . , , ., .. • •".•s•••·••er,-··~·,a·····•••••• •••• 
cant loss (R .= .0520 ), only 0.27% of the variance ~f. (E) scores 
- e.at, 
being accounted for by the (A) and (T) variables. Testing the sig-
.. 
nificance of the second-order partial correlation (r ) led to 
-ec.at 
the same conclusion, that only (C) was of importance in predicting. 
(E ). 
-- '" -,,, .• ,- •. ,-,-,, ..... , .... - ....... , •.•. -,•,.-•-·•:·•,.,A·, .•.• -c•-,,,-,:,-,..--,.- •. ,.,,_.r,-.-•• ,,.,.,_,_.,._,.,, 
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deviation on both the (A) and (T)' variables, it was found that the 
· ··· - -- - - --,·· --··· ··-·-- - high e.nd low scoring groups were not significant,ly different from - - . .. - --· ... - -·- ·--<------ ·--c_-,. . it 
·· .. · 




irig of subjects on (C) scores, the same result was fotmd. Using 
the mean e.s a multiple cut-off point, and after n~cessary matching 
(,-· 
on (C) scores, it was again found that here were no differences 
... 
between the high and low (A) and (T) groups with respect to their 
(E) .scores. 
In conclusion, the hypothesis-that there is a relationship 
f • 
between (A) and (T) personality factors and (E) scores is rejected. 
_:..._ 
•..;.. ;=. --~~ ·,·.. .'-5.·-,:::- . 
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(A) Factor Test Items 






















a group of some ki_nd • 
\i/hen you find that something you have bought is defective, you . 
~ hesitate to demand an exchange. 
. 
In being throtr1n by chance with a stranger, you wait for · him to 
. 6 introduce himself. 
· ~ 
If you h~ld an opinion that is radically different from that ex-
pressed by a lecturer, you are likely to tell him about it either during or after the lecture. · 
You a.void argueing over a price with a clerk or salesman. 
You are satisfied to let some one else take the lead in group acti-
vitieso 
When a person does not play fair you hesitate to say anything about it to him. 
Yott enjoy applying for a job in person • 
The thought of maid·ng a speech frightens you. 
You find it difficult to ask people for money or other donations, 
even for a cause in which you are interested. 
When you were a. child, many of your playmates naturally expected · you to be the leader. 
When a clerk in a store w~its on others who should come after you, you call his attention .to the fact. 
You hesitate to v1alk into a meeting when ,-ou know that everyone's 
eyes will be upon you. . ,, 
You are rather good at bluffing when you find yourself in diffi-
culty. 
At the scene of an accident, you take an active part in helping 
out~, 
You take the lead in putting life into a dull party. 
\1/hen you are served stale or inferior food in a restaurant, you 
say nothing about it. 
rlhen you are attracted to a. person whom you have not met, you make 
an active attempt to get acquainted even though it may be quite difficult. 
You speak out in meetings to oppose those who you feel sure are 
wrong. 
You like to sell things (that is, to act as a salesman). 
You ·would rather work for a ·good boss than for yourself. 
You find it somewhat difficult to say "no" to a sales~ who tries 
to sell you something you do not really 1•1ant. /· _ 
" ~ -- :.:·~~-- - -··· ___ , ____ -··. - --··- . ---··- _,,, ____ _ 
,·, 
'· 
·- -~--- -··· -· 




· you ask him w·hether you have met him before., 
You feel self-conscious in the presence cf-P · important people. 
You can think of a good excuse when you need one. 
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(A) Factor Test Items_ {cont.) 
----------------- ----------
- -~ - --,------- ------ - - -- --- - - - __ .,.. _____ -- --- ---- -- - --~ --- - -- -~-------- ------ . -"--'--- .~-------
You fi~d it dif~icult to get rid of a salesman. to whom you.do not 
e~re to listen or· give, your time. , 
· You like to · speak in public. 
You seek to avoid all trouble with other-people. _ 
If someone you kno~ has been spreading untrue and bad stories about 
you, you see him a$ soon as possible and have a talk a.bout it. 
. -.. ~ . 
d . 
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(T) Factor Test Items 
/" --
You \1ould rather spend an evening readtng· at home than to attend 
a large party. . . n • 
You often try to.analyze the motive~ of others. 
It is easy for you to act naturally wherever you are. 
You like a job that requires attention to many details. 
You are usually too busy to spend ti~e in reflective thought. . 
You are more interested_ in athletics than in intellectual things. 
You .mal~e it a policy to evaluate your past actions carefully. 
You are philosophically inclined 9 ·that _is, inclined to philo-
s~phize about thingso 
You are frequently n1ost i??, thought 0 • 
You lilce to discuss the more serious questions 'Of life with your 
friends o 
You ofte~ would- like to know the underlying reasons behind the 
actions of other people. 
You sometimes have a peculiar feeling that you are not your old 
self. 
You enjoy thinking out compli~ated problems. 
You often take time out just to meditate about.things. 
You find it very interesting to watch people to see what they 
will do. h 
You are constantly alert to ways of improving yourself. 
You are inclined to steer clear of complicated problems that 
· call for thinldng. 
· 
You try to sense it1hat people are thinking about as they talk 
to Jrou. 
After a critical moment is over, you usually think of something 
you should have done, but didn't do. 
You are much concerned over the morals of your generation\ 
You are inclined to ponder over your past. 
You enjoy analyzing your own thoughts and feelings. 
You Tttould r~ther put plans into action than to spend time worldng 
them outo 
You frequently find yourself in a meditative state. 
You often watch others to see what effects your words or actions 
have upon them. 
278. You are inclined to be introspective, that is, to analyze your- · 
self. 
283. You often wonder about why human life exists and what its future 
• 




; l..S • 
___ -·--- ..... ---·-.. -·-----·--··--··-.... -----·-· ·-·-··_ .. ____________ ., ....... -·-----· -. __ . _ .. __ i-.. ··----------------------.. -,..,..,---"-::---·---------.. ·····2a·5{~------Yoii are···- incline-cl to. live in the- .pre-~e-nt~-----ie-;ving the pa.st and 
th.e future out of your thoughts. 
~ 29;. You like to have time to be alone with ~four thoughts. 
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. r . 2, 
· ( 1 ) (2 )' (;) (4) 
Students I A . T 
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Score Score 1 2 1 2 ; Score 
., 
18 25 l~' D C· 0 1 2 3 570 
13 1 o tJ: 1~' c· ·1 o 2 .; 59'5 
17 22 ·o Q- F :~ 2 0 ,~;4__ 668 
24 22 er ·n ·n 2- 1 1. 4 595 
16 20 :·F: D F O l ., 0 t 345 
22 16 ··D ·· C ·· D ~''1 2 1 4, 504 
22 18 D A C '1 4 2 ·7 589 
23 20 D· F F l O O · 1- 668 
10 16 F D C O 1 2 }· 653 
1 9 26 C D C 2 1 2 5 575 
20 19 ·p C C ·,- 2 2 5 702 
6 16· D C C l 2 2 ·5 563 
20 24 .C C :C. 2 2 2 · ·o. 498 
20 21 0 F ,Q 1 0 2 ' 621 
2; 24 B c· C ;.· 2 2 7 529 
1.? 8 C D .C·. ·:2. 1 ~- :5. 503 
11 26 ·n Q: D: 1 2: 1 4 595 
22 22 C ·c C 2: 2 ·2 6· 64o 
· 12 27 D B C 1' 3 ( 2 ·d· -6 627 
10 12 D C F t 2 0 3 454 
1 7 16 B A B ; 4 3 ·to 640 
24 24 B C C ·; 2 2 7:~ 647 
16 28 .F D O. 0 1 2: 3: 555 
11 ?l :F ; F q· 0 o: :2 .2· 589 
16 :20: .F ·B ,C O ,;-: ·t, 4. 615 
1 o; ·, 22· 'C·· .D.. C :2 :t 2: ,5,· 559 
15 ~2 -B· ·:F·· C :?: .<J 2 ·5·-, 519 
·19 1.-4- {J .. A C 2 -4 ?- 8.- 529 
t·1. t6 ·c, F D 2 :o·: 1 :,: 579 
:19 2:~- B C -d 3 -2· 2 7 615 
J6 27 D F C 1 0 2 ; 570 
16 7 -· -F F C --0 0-- 2 ·-- 2 525 
27 ·25 D D C :t t: 2 4 576 
15 12 B C ·,c ?: .2, 2 7 595 
10 21 D D 0, l 1 2 4 641 
18 24 D B ·n 1 3 1 5 ~1 
--" --~---1-~ -~' ~~t-6 --~- ----·---·'tr·"~-~~-~~~~ o~:: .. --1~J ·· ,_._--._ .. :2'-_·. :. ~---~~-. --_---.-:-5. . ... · -.·. 5"40-- ~-~- · --~ ~'-
6 15 C B C 2 3 2 7 661 
·14 14 D C B 1 2 3 6 570 
,1.-9 22 . c· ·B C ·_2, _;·· 2 :7 557-,-. 
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(1 ) (2) 
. Students•. 
Identifi~ 
A T Hurdle Grades Hurdle Points 
·cat:ion Score . Score · · 1 2 , ; 1 2 ; 
Number 
41 11 22 D B F 1 
• 
; 0 
42 22 16 C C C 2 2 2 4; 1; 1; D D D 1 1 1 
44 12 21 D C C 1 2 2 
45 20 21 B C B ; 2 ; 
46 15 26 D F F 1 0 o· 
47 22 18 C C D 2 2 1 
48 9 15 D D D 1 ,. 1 
49 12 1; A D C 4 1 2 
50 6 27 F F D 0 0 1 
51 1; 21 D D F 1 1 0 
52 17 24 D F F. 1 0 0 
5, 5 16 0- C C 2 2 2 
54 19 17 B C D ~ 2 1 
55 16 14 D F D 1 . 0 1 56 18 20 F D C 0 1- 2 ;.7· .1, 18 D F F 1 0 o. 
:5:8 .. 1; 2; C D D 2 1 ., 
59 20 27 C D D 2 1 ·1 
6-C; 7 12 C F D 2 0 1 
61 7 1 1 C B C 2 ; 2· 
62 2; 12 C D - F 2 1 o· 6; 19 12 D C D 1 2 1 
64 10 17 D D D 1 1 1 
65 6 17 F A F 0 4 0 66 21 23 D D B 1 1 ; 6-7· 19 27 C B A 2 ; 4 
'68: 16 24 <, C C c· 2 2 2 69· 1; 18 C c·· C 2 2 :2 .. . . 
70 10 19 C O· B 2 2 ., 1, 15 20 C D C 2 1 ·2 .. ; 
7~-. 5 17 D ·n C 1 1 :2 
:7; 10 16 B B F 
' 
; .0 
.. 74- 14 23 C B D 2 ; 1 
·75 16 22 C C C 2 2 2 . 
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79 10 14 D D C 1 1 2 4 
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(1 ) (2) (3) (4) 
. --- - - . 
·Students 1 
..... A T __ Hurdle- .. Grades 
·· Hurdle· ·P6i:nfs·· -E -···-·-··--·····-·-·· C -·· -·. - -·-·-~-·-· 




. cation Score Score 1 2 ; 1 2 English C.E.E.B • Number 
Grade Score 
-
·81 19 7 C D·· D 2 1 1 4 570 82 · 18 18 D F C ·l Q 2 ; 641 8; 23 -~ 25 D ·o D '1 1 1 3 512 84 15 . 8 p C B 1 ·2 3 6 570 85 20 9. B C 11 3 2 1 6 595 86 14 21 C p F 2 1 0 ; 5~· 87 8 17 F F F 0 0 0 0- 5;8 . . 88 r5 20 B C D ; 2 1 6 551 : .• 89 6 25 -C 0 F 2 2 0 4 . 54o 90. t5 15 D C C 1 2 2 
·5 621 91 20 26 F C B 0 2 ,~ 5 602 92 14 2; C D D 2 1 1 4 520 . 
6 602 
93 9 20 C D B 2 1 3 94 17 20. C C .0. 2 . 2 2 6 5;a 95 1; 26 C D F 2 1 0 3 551 96 17 7 D C F , 2 0 ; 519 97 10 18 D C B 1 2 ; 6 557 98 2; 25 0 F C 2 0 2 4 538 99 22 15: D B· F 1 ; 0 4 551 100 12 20 ·-C: B C 2 ; 2 7 576 101 21 r:9· 
.B C C ; 2 2 7 602 102 15 20 ·c··. :D C· 2 1 2 5 58; 103 1 .7 l4 B· G C 3 2 2. 7 621 1o4 16 1; C C ·: 
-2 
.6 C 2 2 512 105 21 25 D F C 1 0 2 ; 486 :-;l 
i~?. 
1 o6 26 20 D A D 1 4 1 
·6 627 ~ ~ ~ 107. 20 25 A C A 4 2 4 634 ~ 10 ... -~ , 
~ 
108 18 20 F C C 0 2 2 4 56; ~ g ~ 
• 
" 
109 24 19 F· D D 0 1 ·t 2 525 3 ~ 16 C D 2 499 ii 
110 25 F 1 0 ; 
. ,~i 
;t 1 1 1 14 25 D B F 1 ; 0 t. 
-694 1 ~ ·~· 
-l 
112 18 26 C F 2' 2 0 4 519 L H ~ 11, 25 23 D C D 1 2 1 4 474 ~ 
I 
.>:l 
114 14 20 C C D 2 2 1 5 576 115 15 15 B F C 3 0 2 
·5· 595 116 ··. 
469 
11 21 0 B· F 2 ; ·:(l 5· - . ' - ', 117 23 24 e D B 2 1 ; 6 ·.· 602 
. 
118 18 · 18 C F F 2 ·o 0 2 514· .--119 24 1; 
... 
B C A ; 2 4 9 ·~ 64, "'" .......... , -.····•• .• •••. ., ... ., ... ,_.,, .. .,m•·••' .•-•••.-••••.--· · ..... -•• ~· •··1.20· -········ ... .,.,. -·-·~-- ....... ··-· "·-·. ·4'-····- . . 18 
-1-9 D ·C B 1 2 
' 
6 615 
.···~=·--·~•_-'!:: ....... . L----------
. . .. I -
.( 
( 1 ) (2) 
'\ (3) (4) Students' 
- ______ A, __ , _T 
____ Hur.dle. Gra-des-~ -Hur--d-le Feints 
-E -----c .... - - - -- -· -·----·----···-·-·------·····-~-- --- - - --- -···· - .... ····- ... -- .. -·· -- -·-,----·---------- - Identif'i- English. C.E.E.B. cation Score Score 1 2 ; 1 2 Grade Score Number 
121 22 2; D A -B:: ·l .4 3 8. 576 122 20 17 C F B 2 0 
' 
5. ' 595 ., 12; 11 . 21 D C C 1 2 2 5: 602 124 1-4 ·1 .. ,9 
-D D C :1 1 2 4 602 125 .8 -1; B C B ; 2 ; 
-a: 570 126 10 16 F F D 0 0 1 1 524 127 5 29 A C C 4 2 2 :8.: 621 128 24 2; ,. C D D 2 1 1 ·4·: 509 129 23 19 F F D 0 0 1 1 480 1;0 20 2; B -0 F ; 2 0 5· 5o6 . 131 12 20 .c. D D 2 l :t 4 55; ..1;2 :14 18 D· D D 1 -JJ . . 1· ;·: 525 1- I 13; 15 25 D B F 1 ; 0 ,lt 66t 134 20 22 D C C 1 2 2 5.· 
·. 551 -;' 1,5 12 
.21 C C B 2 2 ; 7: 570 1;6 
' 519 20 2; F D C 0 1 2 ; 137 14 16 D D C 1 1 2 4 529 ·-1;8 22 14 D C C 1 2 2 5 . 467 139 1 1 17 C B C 2 ·; 2· 7 661 ... 14o 21 15 B B C ; ; 2 8 685 141 1; 24 C C C 2 2 2 6 670 142 1-# · 26 F _p. C er 2 2 4 551 14; 12 12 D C n: '1_· 2 1 4 589 144 17 18 D C B l .2-- 3 6 544 145 17 26 
-C -:F- c 2 0 2 4 608 146 19 12 n :c:· F ,,1 ·, ' .2 0 ; 595 147 18 19 C c· ·c 2 2 2 6 650 . ..-: :: .. 148 20 17 D F F. 1 0 0 1 573 149 24 15 C C C 2 2 2 6: 589 150 24 20 B C, B ; 2 ; .J3. 608 ., 
' 151 15 28 I.) ,D D 1 1 1 :; .. 615 .-24 0 -- 627 152 17 ···:e. 13 --n 2····· 
.. 
.,- 1 ... 
.- .. • 15; 19 11 O· D C 2 l 2 5' 576 ,. .. 154 27 16 F F F 0. ·o·· O· O: 5o6 . :, .··. . 155 21 19 B :c a ; 2 ~ -8 6;4 ,Ji.'\ 156 2, 17 C :o- ' C ·2- ·1 .2 
.5.:• 679 -. .. 
4 .. 486 157 9 21 C C F 2 2 :(:)_ . 158· 15 27 C D B 2 .1 _; 6 506 159 1; 17 .F C C 0 -2: 
-2: 4 504 . . 160 17 





. . . . >;· .. (f) .. :.(2.):, (;) (4) : Students' A T Hurdle Grades Hurdle Points E C 
- --- .--· -~-Identifi- Englisp C.I.E.B. 
cation ·score Score. 1 2 1 2 ; Grade Scor~ Number 
161 15 24 D _'D F 1 '1 .o 2 589 I . ( 162 24 18 C B D 2 ,.~ ·1 ·6 577 '• 16; 6 21 F F C 0 0 2: 2 480 164 9 17 C C F 2 2 a ·4· 595 165 15 21 D D C 1 1 :2 4 557 166 12 17 D C A 1 2 4 7 54o 167 14 20 D B C 1 ; 2· ·6 632 168 1 1 17 ., C D C 2 :1: ,2: ,.,: 584 . : . -· 169 15 21 F C ·o 0.: 2 .1 ; 575 l70 6 21 C p: ·o 2 t 2: ·5: 542. 24 ' ·r-71 1; B c:. ·o -~ 2 ·2 7 5;1 .. · 
·172 19 17 C ~- B. 2 3 ; 8 672 )( 173 ·1·6 ~; F -o· .=F 0 2 0 2 5;1 174 1.:; 24 D .0: D 1 1 1 ; 467 175 16 14 C :c :n: 2 2 1 5 454 ~ 176 616 "' 17 ' 22 C :o D: 2 2 1 5 177 20 2; D ·c -o· 1 2 ·2 5- 499 'ill . . : .: 178 17 17 C =P. C· .2. .l 2 5.: 660 . 
179 12 17 D D· ·1: J'. l ; 519 D . . . j 8.Q:" 15 24 F C C 0 2· 2· -~; 552 ... :···' .,:
·181 7 24 C D D 2. '·t .. 1 ,4 56; 18·~ 7 20 D C B 1 2 •' _): 6, 5;6 .. 
·18; 1:6, 17 C F D 2 :o t 
-~:. 557 . ' 
·1e:4 ',l8 23 F D C 0 ·:1 2 ., 579 185 15 20 D D n: :l 1 1 :' 570 186 22 24 - D B C t ; 2 ·o 6o4 ' 





1 1 14 ·-c· ·c C 2 .. 2 2 49; : _., .. ···-- ... .. .. . . ,. ~ 2· 647 19; 10: 9 .C: a: ·B·, "'- 2 ; 7 194 :1--.5: te: :n D F- 1 1 0 :2. 589 
1 95 'l7 24 :n c· n· 
·1 2 ·f 4, 615 . 
1 96 :,:2: t6- 0 .o: 'C ·2- 2 ·2 6 486 ' .. :.4- .. .t97 ·10 D .D O· 1 
-1· 2 ·4· 531 1·98: 25.- ·-2:1 C ·n· ·O 2: :1 2 5: 519 . ' ; . 199 t.6 1,9= D :o.-. .Tl "l ·2.: 1 :4 629 - .. 
,200·· 6 t9· o: p. D· :2 t .• 1 #. 461 .. 
·-· .·:.,...-, ... c __ ----;-c-;-~.--






•L" ...... -·-· .. ·-·- ... -·· ------······~-~· 
.., 
' .. 
(1 ) (2) . 
·Students' .. A T Hurdle: Grades Hurdle Points 
· Identifi-
eation · Seo·re -Score- - 1 ----···· 2----- -;- - 1-· -·-·-2 ----, .. ---
tlumber · - j 
201 8 21 C C D :2 2:. .~ .. 1 
202 1 1 25 C B C :2, ; ·2 . . 
203 J; .16 C F· C ~-. ' .Q. 2: 
204 ·2; 20 .F f C F Q;. 1. ;o·: 
205 26 20 A C B 4 2 
' ' ' :; 2o6 8 18 D A C l 4 2. 
207 8 1 1 C C D 2 g 1 
208 22 17 D D D 1 ·1 1 
209 13 1 1 C C C 2 2 .2 
21 0 14 15 F F D 0 0 1 
21 1 1 0 24 F B D Q. ; 
' 
1 
212 1 7 14 D D B 1 l ; 
21 ; 19 15 B C .B. ;: ·2 :;: 
214 1 7 9 C F D· 2 o: 'l 
215 6 12 F I) . ·. ,B 0 1: ., 
216 28 20 F c· 
'. i,. 
D: 0 ,2: 1 
217 10 12 C B ·.D .2 :; l 218 20 26 C ;,·:C .B .2 2. ' . 
' 
21 9 1 ,· 14 C: . D D 2 1 1: 220 22 27 F· F B 0 0 ; 
221 -16 ·22 C C D 2 2 t 222 1.5 24. 1F C B o. .2 :;· 22; 1,5: 9· F C C o· 2 2. 
" 224 l:$: 18' ·F r'I ·n 0 ·2: ·t V 
225 ~ 26. 1: 9 ·n· c· :Q ·1 :2, 2 226 1 2 :16-: F F ':i) •, . ,.o '.O ·1 
8 1:5 ·. ~· 227 C: 'D 2 -. 1 ' ··D ' . ' 1. : :· 228 18 '1:5, .o D- :,C 1 1 2· . ~ . .. 
'tr 229 ·10 20. D 0 ·3·: 2· :1 ' ' 
2;0 7 2:5· .p· F :n. 1 o: t' 2.31' 1 ·9· '21 .B: A ',; C .; ·4 ·2· 23,i2. 22 ' 20 n· B J.;, ·1 3': t 
·2;·; 1 .9 l9 F Jr: .n· 0 ·o: .. ,' '1 254: ·:20 ·45.· .... :0 ' ··n: 0' g t ·2 235 7 ,' ~ 9 D -~' '.it 1 .; Q 4.36 l_'9· r7 .B· ,c·, 'C ,. 2 2 
:2;37 6 22 F :F, p: 0: 0 'l 238· 8 9 ·c: ' .. D ·c ,' :2. 1: 2: 
·"' --2}9 1;, ·-20 · .··1).--" .·.l}-:··· ·······--e,~-· .. ···. ,· 1: ''t" . ' ... ''··2:: . ., .. '. 24o 21 ·16 .p 
.D a t 1· 2· 
... -· 
.. , ... ~ 




, _P'.f •· ·-- ·~--,;-····-·- --------- -----·--··----
28 - ... ,-:~, 
·c,, (4 > - - .. . . . .... -: :• -·· - .-~~··· .. ···~·-----·-. . . . ' . . . . . . . - .. '. ,-
-
E C 
English C. E. E. B. . _______ ... _ ...... - __ 
···Grade . Score··---
5 595 
C I -7 562 
4· . . . 5o6 .... 
t 568 .. J 
: ~}.' 




6 ::_ ..... 499 
1 514 
4 5;1 .. 




'}: 64; " o: 570 
7 569 






















.. i· .. 
:,: ' 't: 
,. 
,,:-;,.,._ .. 















































. . :. ~ 
(1) (2) 






















































































14 C 2, ~: 





24 ......... g .. · 
16 D 
25 -n 
·Jj C 0 
B C 2 
B A 2 
B C 2 
D C 2 
D C 1' 
C D 1-
C D 4 
F D 0 
.C D 2 
D F ; 
D D 2 
C B ; 
D D 3 
B C 0 
F D 0 
C· :.C:: 1 
D F 0 
D D· 2 
A B 2 
D B 0 
C D ·2 
D C ? 
,D D 2 
F C 1' 
D C .O 
D C ·2. 
F F :0 
J3 D· 0 
C·. D 3 
'F B 2 
B. C , ;. 
::a. .·c l 
e. D 1 
,B :.B 3 
B C 3 
C F 2 
· ·B - ··· 0-·- ··· -· ; 
D D 1 






































' 2 2 0 










··:9 541 . ~ 





. 1 461 
5 6;4 





























... 2 .............. _::=·-·········-·-·············-·····-~35 .... , ..-.... , ...... ,-·-·-·-·······--·--·-·-··-·--·-··············-·· 
• 
< -~·· • •• • -
Students 1 











































.... , .... -····- .......... ·-- ...... ··- -······:· :·--····: ·-···· .. ···,- ..... _. -· ... ' .. .... ~2-e~---· ..... ,., ....... ;.:., ... 
'.•:,, 
(1), (2) . 
A T Hurdle Grades Hurdle Points 
(3 )_ . 
.E 
Scor.e Score 1 2 ; 1 
7 19 B D D ; 
18 15 D B F 1 
2·2 16 F C D Q 
14 11 D. C C 1 
A 12 17 C D . D 2 
11 17 B D D ~ 
16 17 B B F ; 
22 15 C C C· 2. 
1.8 19 B .C A 
' ·7 16 0 C C 2 28 24 D B B '1 
20 18 F C D 0 
14 2; C jP D F 2 
1-8 8 C A D 2 
1 19 C C D 2 
2·.1 2; C C B 2 ·. \ 
.2;· 17 B B B 
•.. "' " t6 25 F C C 0 ,, 
11 23 B D C ; 
20 22 B ~ B C 3. 
25 27 C C C 2 
20 21 C D B 2 
21 23 C B C 2 
15 10 C C D 2 1; 21 -C· ' ' C B 2 
19 19 C C B 2 
17 1'2 F F F 0 
26 21 D D D 1 
23 19 B C C 
' 16 1_5.: C B D 2 19 17· C C C 2 
11 13 C D -F 2 
15 11 C D, D 2 
1.8. 17 .D B F 1 
25 21 D F C 1 
2 1-8 D D D 1 
10 8 A A D 4 
14 17 F D e 0 
20 18 C C D 2 
····-··25··· :, .... ---2-3 ...... : ... , ... ·-····F ·- ··F· D··· 0 . ·-·· 












































..... :. ··:5:,·· -· .. 


























···1 ... -·O·· -· . .. ... -,-
1 1 4 
; ·O . ' 4 o; 2· 3 
t 1 
' 4 1 ' ~-" ... ..... ' , ..~ ... 9 1 2 ; 
2 1 5 














































•><••• ,, ."T·•••--n -••• . •••-· • 
-· ' .. ---~ .. ··--··· ... 
. ,, _,,,_..,. 
_ ... __ •F\n---. ·c., _.,_ •• ,.._.-0--- '._..,_,..,.-..-,, ... ,.~,-.__.. . ..._._4 ',.u,,•, -~--· .. ..,__.~., .......... ,--,--•---',··~---••-J...•--~ -• .~,..,.~..,, .. ,,,. A.-.. .... ...-... .., .. CH ~ 
-
~" ·., ··;·:• 
__ j 
.... - - ---· --·--- ··-- -- --
, .. 
,J. ~ ~ ~ 
i~ 
.. I ;1 I 
( ii: 
~ l.f t ij 
,_ 
{1 ) (2) (;) (4) ~: ~ Students' A T Hurdle Grades Hurdle Points E C \S ;::, ,·~ · . 
.. Identifi-
_Englisli C.E.E.B . ~ .. :. .. ·,T t 
I·:) 
cation Score Score 1 2 1 2 
' 




t: 14 4· 6;4 ;21 22 A B C ; 2 9 ;·,_, ,·,: ;22 24 26 B A· C ; 4 2 9 602 (! 
323 28 18 D - C F 1 2 .o: :;· 551 ~ ..... .,~-. {~ 324 20 22 C F D 2 0 :1 .. , ; 640 ~;{ !,,:· 
325 14 18 C F C 2 0 .2 :4 589 ~~? 
·;26 17 16 F F F 0 0 ·o (): 474 ? ;27 14 1 1 F F D 0 ·o ,. 1 595 ::;; ,,-·' ., 
~28 19 19 D F D 1 o· t :·2: 5;1 :-) 
329 19 9 D D C 1 l ·2 .4 ~1 : . · .. : 
,0 ;;o 1 1 25 F F C '¢: .o·. ,2. 2: 56; 
• ;;1 ·13 26 D B .c --i :.5. 2 :6 647 .. 
;32 • ·14 18 C c: :B 2 ·2 
·5 ·7· 558 ·/ j ,· • ;;, 5: 28 C B· D 2. ; o·· 525 ,··:. ., ·1: ,:; .. ;;4 2'1 16 D :F\ F 1 0 0 '1: 595 ,., . •. 26: C 0 2 ·4 602 '·( 335 . ·. 9 F. C ~ . . · . < •, 336 15 26 C D D -2. 1 1 ~· 58; ~2 : ;,· ;,1 ·5: ,8: F D B 0 ·1 ;· 4 621 .. "; ,, 
'.J' 338 :2(): -:2.? F C c· 0 2 '2 .4 .. 5,7 .{{ 339 ·a' 7 d B· 0 :2 ; 2 7 5o6 . . ;4o 1:-:3- lO D D C 1 1 2 4 
_570 !. _.. 
;41 ·9· ·17: C o: ,Q. 2 2 . 2 6:: 595 342 ·,-7 t.6 .. C :]3 tl 2 3 1 64o ·6 ; ' •, "' ',;• A 343 11' t._;· C C D 2 2 1 5 627 344 ·1-9· ·t2· C C C 2 .2 :'2· ·s 522 ;45 1?. ~5- B C .D ; .2. 1 6: 634 ;46 2J 21 D C D 1 2 .. t: . 4 49; 347 20 9 B C D 3 2. 'l 6' 588 
348 17 14· C. C B 2 2 ; 7 584 
;49 17- ·16: ·D D D 1 '1 l., :3 442 
;50 1::9: 26 B F C ; 0 :2 .. 5· 641 
I ;51 :1-2 14 C D C 2 1 2 
.5 589 
,52 .. 1_:9 - - 22 F D .. B 0 ··l _,, .. .. - 4 516 . ;5; r9 21 F F D 0 :o_ 1 1 55; ;54 :21 23 F ·D B 0 l ;: 4 602 
355 10 ' 9 C a C 2 2 2 6 477 356 17 24 D F· C 1 0 2 ; 602 










{'1 )' (2) (;) (4) Students' A T Hurdle Grades Hurdle Points E C 
Identifi- English C.E.E.B. 
cation·. Score Score 1 2 1 2· ; Grade Score Number "; 




,65 16 25 B D .B. ;: 1 ; ·7: 544 _. 366 14 18 F B D 0 ; 1 4, 576 367 17 26 D C F ·1 2 0 ;. 554 368 12 17 e C C 2 2 2 .6 
& 
627 
;69 1'5 17 F D D 0 1 1 2 .t 444 • l' e 14 
' 
-~ JI 
~499 '57fJ B .D B 1 ; 7= 
;71 22 28 B C D ; 2 1 6 58; 
,;72 19 22 C -B. C 2 
' 
2 7 516 ;1, 20 19 C :D. ,D 2 .1· 1 4 608 : ', . 374 7 6 :B :C c· ,; .g 2 7 653 
;75 9 20 .I;): .:F n· l .o l 2 56, 
,76 19 1 8 . .F ill ]) o·· 1: 1 2 492 .. 
.8 i$ . . .. 
_679 ;77 C D ;c :2 1 2 5 378 26: 19 'C.: B: C 2 ; 2 7 635 379 15 :2·2 c· n D 2 1 1 14 551 .. . :• ;Bo- l~·: 22 .:c. C B 2 2 ; 7 579 . , ... ·- .. 381 14· 12 ]l C D 1 2 1 4 595 ... 382 19 1 1 C F D 2 0 ·1 ,. 574 383 ·1=4 to C D D. 2 1 ·1 4 519 
~84 2 r5; D D D 1 1 1 ; 562 ;85 19: t'4 0 B C 1 ; .. 2: 6 692 ;86 l6 20 D )(:: 1 1 1' 3 502 D D 387 e· 12 D D B 1 1· 3: 5 600 388 1 1 25 C C F 2 2 ·O 4 521 389 21 1 1 D C C 1 :2 ·.2 5 569 390 22 21 F C D 0 i2: 1· ? ;>97· . . 391 14 18 .. F F :D Q .o. f 1 493 ;92 15 . . 22. D F ::B-, l -e- ... .;=··· 4 ,,a 
393 10 ,g5 D D D l 1 1 ;: 589 ;94 1·3. ·21 A C. D ·4 2 1 7 643 ,,¢,. .. 395 24.- ·21 B C -B· ; 2 ; ·5: 641 . . . 
396 .22 l8 D :F F 1 0 0 ·1- 605 
";;97 .. --"-•'• . ... .,:.21,: .. _, ·'"·--2l, ___ ,._.·"-· ....... C ... : .. " ..,~ .. ,;_:.F~ .... ··- ........ C .... .2 .. 0 .. ..-..... 2 ............... ,,.,.,_.,· .. , ............ -4-.... 557 .................. ,. .. " ···-""-· --·· ·- .... .,~ .... .,... ... . . 398 ... 11 22 F C D 0 2 1 -;. 551 






·- - ~· 
r,., (2) .p (;) (4) 
Students' A T Hurdle Grades Hurdle Points E C 
\ Identifi":'9 ' English C.E.E.B_. 
cation_ Score Score 1 2 1 2 ; Grade Score 
. 
I'film.ber 
• 4b1 20 16 D B· .F·. 1 ; O' 4 599 4o2 1~ 25 B c: .·B ; 2 ;: 8 496 · .. 4o, 16 14 C :C .. F 2 2 0 4 499 4o4 20 19 C D- C 2 1 2; 5 551 405· 17 24 D n· D 1 1 1 ; 502 4o6 1; 26 C D F 2 t 0 ; 517 1+07 13 25 B B ··n 3 ·; ·. ,1: 7 512 .. 4o8 1:5 9 D D .B t t ;·: 5 427 4o9 t8 21 C ·c :n- 2 2 1 
.5 514 
410 ./ .16 19 D ·.C ·B· 1 2 ; ·6: 666 ... 
411 2; 26 B ·c D 
' 
2 1 6· 65, . 
412 25 18 D a ,. C 1 2 2 5 .. 615 J) 413 ):7 16 C" F C 2 0 2 4 615 . 414 7 22 G C B 2 2 ; 7 615 
415 6" 25 C D C 2 1 2 5. 608 416 ·ta 16 F F D 0 0 1 1 480 
' 417 ·16 22 A D F .4. 1 i 0 
.5 615 418 11 12 A B D .4 3 1 a 56; 
419 l8· 27 B B .2 
' ' 
8 6;4 C . 
420 21 22 B D :B 
.? 1 3 1 608 
421 ·1-6 22 C o·: :B 2 2 
' 
7 .·. 608 422 ·-,; 17 F :IJ: .c 0 :1 2 ;._ 595 . 423 1:3 24 C C :n 2· :2- 1 :5 ·'l,,• 660 424 
.f5 24 .C .F 0 2 0 2: _4: 679 425 ·24 1-4 C :B D :2. :'- 1· .·6· 595 ····, 426 1· 1: 2·0 D C C 1 ·2 -2; .5 456 427 -7=: 24 B C C :3. .2 ·2 7 568 ., . 428 20 24 C D B 2 ., ;· 6 510 . 
429 ·t:_5 25 D D B 1 1 ·;.: 5 65; .. 4,o =1.,9 .. 27 D C C 1 2 2· ·5 65; 4.31 r9 1 :; C D D 2 1 l ·4· 615 43_~ 27 1_4 A A B 4 4 ; ·1'1 605 4;; 1:4: 24 D C C 1 2 2 5, 467 4;4 ·14· 16 C C B 2 2 ; 7 58; 435 ·14.. ·14 C F B 2 D 
' 
·, .. 628 .. 
4;6 :8 1 ·1 C D C 2 1 2 :5: 519 4;7 t5 11 A B C 4 






, ~~-~,, ........ -........... ~~_..,.-.... -... _··-· .. --.. ·. -·-·- .. ·---·-·•~·········•·--~~-- --- .... 
. 
-- .. - --
·-
.. 
(1 ) (2) (3) (4) 
Students 1 A T Hurdle Grades Hurdle Points E C 
Identifi-
,1 English C.E~E.B. 
___ ) 





. 441 20 22 B D C .; 1 -2' 6 516 
442 .o. 17 C D F ·2 1· 0 3 5;1 . . . . 
·44; 
·20 25 B F C 3 .o 2 5 c;44 , 444 ·6 1, C C B- 2 2 3 7 635 445 t-4 7 D C .B 1 2 ; 6 569 
446 1.8 14 C C F 2 2 0 4 602 
447 15 27 C C D 2 2 l 5 583 448 ·1.5 12 D C D 1 2- 1'. 4 549 
449 7· 19 D F F 1 ·o :Q 1 575 
·- . 450 25 2; C D C 2 1 :2: . 5 588 451 14 27 B C C ; 2 --:t. 7 505· 452 ·10 20 D: D D 1 ·1 t 
' 
496 ... 
453 11 21 0- C· F 2 .·2· ·o ·4 576 
454 .. 24 21 :c, ·c· D 2 2= 1' :).:: 6;o .. · 
·455. ·14 ·21 :0. D C 1 1 2.: .4· 519 .. 
456 .,a· 14, F. F D 0 o: 1 t 5;8 ·,'l.,' 
457 18 '; 7 19 C C B 2 2 559 . 458 12 15 D D C 1 1: 2 :·4· 589 ', . 459 25 24 D .-n C ,: "1: 2 ·4· 608 .. 
460 10 27 -D A a l 4 ;·: 8: 589 461 18 ... =; 563 1; F C: D 0 2 1 .. 462 1-5· 10 ·c . •. C C 2 2 2, :6· 512 
463 2.1 t:.6 c· .F C 2 0 2 4 557 •'. : 464 :5 1:·8- F .a C 0 2 2 4 5,1 
465 1·4. 1·4 F' ·o 0 0 2 2 4.- 565 ' .. 466 ·18 ;· :2; F ·13 C 0 ;5 2 ·5 r 574 j . • . . • '•' 
467 25 ·20 .F= F F 0 0 0 Q'. 692 ~ . 
468 26 .. 602 22 .B· C C ; 2 2 ·7· ' . 
469 24 18 B D C ; 1 2- 6" 551 4. 470 7 20 D D e 1 1 2 602 .. ' 
471 14 18 D F F 1 0 :0 ·1: 64o 
472 21 - - ·r5 B D B 3 -, 1 ··;. ·7, 64o .. 
. ··. 473 19 19 F C D 0 2: 1 ·; .· :. 589 474 22 27 a D F· 2 1 0 .. ,, 509 
475 19 -2, C ·C F 2 2 0 ·4. 615 476 7 25 D C B t 2 ; ·6· 608 
--.;, .. _ •i, .. , .... , .... ,,':,,.,.•., .... ·., •. ,.- •.• ~.--~··,--·,•••r'>·•.,;,;·.r :":"'" ,., • ., 
·477 ··- 25 ·l8·- C ·c C 2 2-- -- . " -~ -2-----. ___ ..... :: .... -.. ., ..... ··"6-· 595 .. ,. 478 16 18 C C F 2 2 0 4· 621 
., .. --··-
_,:----.--.. --.. -·---·4-19- ----·-·-- ·-·----- ---~-22--· .. -·---·-···-22· -- -- ·- ---· -C· ...... -B e -2---.--- ----1-- ~ -- -··· 2· -···--- ··- -- ---5 . - __ _:__~ .c.· - - 5-95 - ~-- -~-~ _ _._-.,._._~. _ ......... _ .. _____ ,, ____ -~~ V "' • •• . - .. -· ,_......_.__. -·-










(1 ) _ (2) 
A T 
Score Score 
' , . 
r 
Hurdle Gra<i'e.s Hurdle ·Points 









481 -20 21 - F C B d._ ·2·: ? 5 524 
482 23 2.;·· D' A O 1 4- 2_: 7 544= 
483 ·9 22-· D C . D . :1 2 ·1-h - 4- ·58_;-
484 22 27 F B . C ~ () ? 2: ::!) 600 
485 1.0 l7 B B D. 3: 3 -·1 7 422 
486 - . 1'1 26- · B:. ·B :~ 3: -2 3 :9 . -. 665 . 
487 l5 . 11 C: D O ·. 2 ·. 1 2: 5; 537 
··488 l-2 t:; .D, A ·D 1 4 ·1 o 608. 
489 l7 21. F :c ,D O 2 1 -. 5 574 
490 t2.. 20: C :c , C- 2 . 2 2 ,: t5 634 
491 · 21 22·- 13 G - ·B. 3 . 2 ; 8. . 602 
492 23,. 25 D: .C J3 · -~ 1 2 ;. t,· 730 
49; , ·B 23. c-- J) C 2 1 2: .. 5 .. 593 
494 1-; 1i8· c· .e c 2 · ; · 2· - 7 582 
495 1.1 22 - B D C ' 1 2. -.6 544 
4'6 16 27 ~ B :B D 3 3 ·1 ·7 615 
497 1;} l7 B: :¢ D .3 2 1 6 . 615 
498 9 -22-_ Q; .0 B- 2 2 3 7= 621' ., 
499 9 .. :24 D - :B B 1 . 3 :, 7' 57:_p 
.. ._5CJO ·1 <> -9 -c· :0 ·p_: 2 2 ·1 :--5: · :5e.a 
501" 21 · 20 B ,C: C ; 2 ·2. 7 o2l . 
. •'. 
502 - 2.1 23 B ·.F ,· c, ; ·o :2. ·5: :,e,. 
503 .2.7 23 B :13 ·.c: ? ''.? .. '.2.. ·8 .6·15 
5o4 5 23 C ·B C, 2 :;· 2_· 7 595 
505 21 22 Q Q: C 2 2 2. 6, 60·2·-. 
5o6 23 , 24 B Q. ]) ?:; 2 ·1 o: C?.75· 
· 507 <t:9 17 :C.: ·: ·~ C 2 ,. :2 7· 6;4 
508 12 .2; ·n. /n· ,o ·1 1 2_. -4. 5?·:1 
509 ·1.~ i:7 ·c, J)" c, 2 1 2 :5. <5~=1 
51 O 17 15·. D., -D· ::11. 1 1 1 , 6:Q2 
-51, 15 9: ·c: o. ·n- 2: 2 1 :5: · 49·9 
512 .. ,5 9-- c=·· ·o: :c 2_ ·1 2 .,:5 .. 55·1 
·51; ·.21 J_2 J)' o: · C. .1· 2 · 2. ..:3·,: .· •' :, ····.-., 620 
·5:14 12. 15 B· o:: 'C. _) 2 2. , ·1 589 
515 -20 t, ·.F r· ·.F a· a o o· 474 
.5t6 f9 ra .;c: o ·n· 2 ~ . ·1_ ·.5 551 
.... ...... __ .. , ... , .................. -.: .... -... -... ·.:?J: .. 7 ........... "· ............... JO ____ ._ .... ; 1:·2 ..... --.--- .. __ B: __ .- ................ 9- ....................... ·n ................. 2·._. ___ ._._ ... ?:~t,' ......... ,, ... > ._ ... j.,q ......... _ ................ _498 .... -···- ....................... ~-... ,.................... . ..... .. 
.. . . . . · -.. 518 l1 1.5 C: B ·C 2.. -~· 2 7 632 
.519 22 19· - P: -F ·C 1 .0 2 3 531 520 7 ·-·= - .25 tr·~- · c- -.... , ... ·:a··-- ----.r· -· - -- a·- -- - -, --- -·----·-- ---· ··o~- - ···---- -- -5-96 · ---- -- - ··---- -- ------- · 
. ',.. .. -~· 
,· 
(1 ) (2) (;) (4)" Students' A T Hurdle Grades Hurdle Points E C Identifi-
' 
English 0 .E,~E.B. 
.. cation Score Score 1 2 ; 1 2 ; Grade Score l!umber 




605 522 2; 12 D C A 1 2 4 7 544 52, 17 21 C C C 2 2 2 6 621 524 1; 14 -F C B 0 2 ; 5 493. 525 4 ,17 C C F !) 2 
--0 . 4. - ... 410 -526 24 17 C C D 2 2 1 5· 602 · • 527 17 9 .c B 0 2 3 2 7 544 1, I 528 14 2~ C F C 2 0 2 4 681 529 20 18 C B B 
-~ 
; ; 8 608 il!I 5;0 16 18 B .. C D 3· 2 1 6 544 
.531 2 5 c· D ·n 2 1 1 4 549 5;2· 2; 9 F D D 0 1 , - 2 1464 I 5;; 18 18 D D D 1 1 1 ; 569 534 16 22 C· D F 2 1 0 ; 525 535 24 1; ·c D D 2 1 1 4 512 15;6 10 22 C F D 2 0 1 ; 470 537 24 19 F C D 0 2 1 ; 499 5~8 18 14 C C B 2 2 3 7 56; 
·-
539 1; 21 B~ C B 
' 
2 ; 8 595 540 15 16 B D F ; 1 0 4 602 541 9 12 C C D 2 2 1 5 512 542 15 17 F F D 0 0 1 ·1 553 54; ·19 10 F C C 0. 2 2 4. 56; ~' 544 11 26 B C n·. ; 2 1 6 56; "" 545 16 19 D F F 1 0 0 1 525 I 546 18 14 F C D 0 2 1 ,; . 486 I .. 
I 547 2; ·21 B F C ; 0 2 5 514 ~; I ·~ I 
1 
;i 
548 2; 24 B C C ; 2 2 7 640 
.\ ,. 549 14 20 4 58; ) D D C 1 -1 2 ,, ·.:: :; I ;i 
.1 
550 26 17 C D F 2 1 0 3 56, .. :, l I ::{ 551 17 16 B D B 
' 
1 ; 7 602 ., l , I552 4 22 C D D 2 1 1 4 557 24 4 
,S: 
55; 21 C C B ·2 2 ; 7 647 ~ '1 :; 
~I 554 13 21 F F D 0 0 1 














































































16 19 2; 24 
8 20 
15 45 













































































D ,~:: 2 1 
D 2 1 1 
C ' 2 2 
B 2 1 ; 
D 2 2 1 
D 2 2 1 
F O 1 0 
C 2 ·1 .:t 
F ~; 4 .o. 
C 2: 2 2· 
pr t t o 
;.F :o· 0 0 
D 1 1 1 
C Q.- 4 2 
-.Ill C 1 2' 2 
C 2. ,. 3 2 
C 1 0 2 
D 1 3 1 
.D 3: g 1: 
c·. 2 o . ·:2: 
/· 
'.D } 1 ·1 
:B .2 2- ; 
:q ; 1 2 
··B.·: 1 2 ~ 
B 2 2 3 
b 1 1 1 
D .. 3· 2 1 
D· 3 2 :1 
o· ·1 1 -2 
.:b.: ·2 ., l 
B t ;, :_;: 
B 1 1: ·.3. 
C 3 .t 2 
·n 1 l 1 
C 2 2 2 
D ·.3.. 2 1 
F o.·· 0 0 
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::rf.: 
STEP IllTERVAL AND FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIO.N FOR THE FOUR VARIABLES: 
(E) ENGLISH GRADE, (C) C. E. E. B. SCORE, (T) THOUGHTFULNESS, 
AND (A) ASCEl'IDlu'\ICY. 
E Variable C Variable T Variable A Variable 
-St_e_p _____ _.,.S_t_ep ___ .__,, ___ ............... S_te-p--·-·~· ... Step 
Interval Freq. [nterval Freq. [nterval Freq. [nterval Freq. 






























. ?.2· .. . ~00-249 
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(a) ZERO ORDER CORRELATI01'1"S, 1~1EA1,rs, AND STA1TDARD DEVIATIONS 
OF THE FOUR VARIABLES 
Standard Correlations -Variable Iv'lean Deviation A T C E 
A 15.93 5.52 .15·5; .oso; .0297 
' 




."Q 571 .40 60 •. 0_0, 
.2511 
•"• 
E ~ 5.80 1 .99 
.-· .. 
:l'h:.e • 01 level of confidence was adopted for all significance tests. 
r- .•. ,. 
·a.e· 
TESTS OF SIGI'JIFICA}TOE OF ZERO ORDER CORRELATI01TS 
r ,/Fi - 2 
General Forrrnila: . t =_ 7=
1 V - r2 
•. 0297 J597 - 2 
t = ,/ 1 - (. 0297)2- = o. 72: not significant 
... 
-. 0377 J 597 - 2 
t =.,/ 1 - (-.0377)2 = -0.92: ·a.·.r. = 59). not significant 
.2511 ~597 - 2 
tee:.. . t = ·1r . . .... 2 .... "' 9-.32 ~ ~d.f'.~ =c.595 
•- •••••••• ·--•--· - --- -- ------------• • ---~ •. :_---.-.. ~._,,,o•->•-.•••~: ... .. ! .... ,•.-•~•••••• (,~ .. ?2.1 .. ,.J, __ .,. ·---·--•-••• •-•> •·-••o-,•••-•••••o•~----·----,- ... •---•-••••••••> - •••••• • C 






















(b) l~LTIPLE REGRESSION Al-!D MULTIPLE CORRELATION 
Values of the (C's) obtained from the Fisher-Doolittle solution 
c:;1 = -.0596 
021 = -·. l,505 
C .. 1. = ·1 .0282 '1 
C = - .1477 
;2 
022 == 1 .0459 
012 = -.1505 




c23 = .,. • 1477 
01, =--.0596 
b*ea.tc = 011 rea + 012 ret + 013 rec= •0212 
b*et.ac = C21 rea + C22 ret + 023 rec= -·0810 
o*eci.at = G31 rea. + 032 ret + B-33 rec = - .2618 
' 
Beta~weights from beta* values 
., .. 
b*ea.tc(- :: )= .0212 ( ;:;: = .0077 = bea.tc 
b 
'(- s ) (~·99 * t e = -.0810 = -.0314 ~ b t .. e .ac St 5. 1; e .ac 
1.99 
~' t )= .2618 = _.0087 = bee at 
ec .e. · 60 00 • 
C • 
Cons:tant .(K) 
-K -H'-b .. 
e.atc - ~ ea.tc (A) - b (T1 - b (c_·)._ et .ac ' ec .at 
y•·· k 42. 
.) 
K8 .ate = .5 •. 80 - ( .0077) ( 15 •. 9;) - (- .0314 )( 18.80) •: :{ .• 008:7) (5Jl:~ •. i4.n:). 
= 1.2964 
{iuitj:ple Regression Equation 
""" Et = I{ t + b t .A •. + b T. + b C a c e .a c ea. c ··-i et .e.c 1 ec .at i 
R .· . . = lr b* + r b* + :r b* , 
-~.ate "/. ea ea. tc et et .e.c ec ec .at 
"Re.ate= ~(·:0297)(.0212) + (-.0377)(-.ba10) + (.2511 )(.2618) = .26,4 









R e.e.tc (N_ - 4) 







( .2634 )2 (597 - 4) 
-----~- = 14. 74: · 
3 (1 - .26342 ) 
"'· 
d-.f. = ; and 59; 
.. .- .. ··-· .. sio-nificant 0 
.. . -, . -·~·- -~ .. ~,.- . -"'. ·~· .. ··-····-·-. ••• .,.,_.,u .. , 
·~---:-,-_ -·:-,...---~--·.-~-. ·:---. -:··-:----------.. ~---. -:-"-.. 7:"-'":'"·-, -·-¥---·--- -· • - • - • • _, ...... _ '-:---:-----N·---
..:.._..... . ...... - ~· --- - -· . 





ELIMINATION OF ( C ) VARIABLE 
'Mi..il tip le correl9:tion (R8 • at) ~---------""IIJ!!lllal ___ .......,,. __ 
2 ec.at 
Re, .• at = R e.atc - ----
C33 






".0027 = .• 0502 
.T~.:st Qf the Signi~icance or the loss due to ¢ .. liminating the (c) var-ia.ble 
2 · 2 (R e:atc - R e.at)(N - 4) 
F = -------------
F = 
(1 - R2e.e.tc) 
(.26342 - .05202 )(597- 4) 
(1 - .26;4 )2 
d .r. = 1 and ir - 4 
= 42.50 _ d .f. = 1 and 593 
significant 
"T$:st :of t~~ Significance o:r the second order partial correlation r t 
. -ec .a. 
rec .at ../N - 4 
t = r 1. - r2 
-.J ec. at 
• 2586 ~597 - 4 
t = = 6.52 
..J 1 - ( .2586 )2 
Test of the Significance of the beta* val~e b*ec.at 
b* t fr~f: Z: ec .a v:.. 
t = I ;: [,-
.~ 1 - ( R 2 t ) C ~ ~ 
. e.a c .,1.,1 
( • 26 1 8 ) .,/5 9 7 - 4 
t - ;:::::.=====:========== 
--~, ( .2634 )2 (1.0273) 
%'. \' ____ .. ____ .-.-~ ........... .,.-. -·-~-·--· "'"··-·~~-•"'"'.._, .... ·--~ -,._-... "~'- '• -· . -··- . . .... --·. _,. __ ' . __ , ---,..,.-;.---~-.--.. ~,---·"•··-""'-·' ....... -.. . - ---- - ---·d- .. ::·····,·---.... d __ __._.. ____ ·.~---------.. --··-- -----------· --- ··-- - . -·- - -~--- - - ---- -- -------------- --- -
. ·-·-· ' - --~ . -·.·-- ---- : .. . . --~' -~·--;>:-. . - .. ~- - - - . - ..• ,. ...... , . .,_ ....... ~ . . 
.. 
.. :. .. : .. ···"·-·.e-· '..: . d,, • : - ' ' ----·-··-·····"· 
·-j 
.•. 
,, ':t·'·.:,-· ,· ~ •• ,. 
_. .. / .. ,.,, .-. . .. 





.......... --- '.,. _, ---·- "--·-·-- .......... . 
I 
. • ;I' 
- ----- -------"'-~~--, (d:) MlJLTIPLE CUT-OFF ANALYSIS 
Cut-off Scores: mean ± one standard deviation 
(C) scores 




L = 3397 .83 = 1.o6 d.f .• • 26 ahd 35 
's2H ;218.07 llOt significant 
Test of significance of mean difference (high - low) 
(E) scores 
s2H 2.95 F = ~ = = 1.05 d.f. = 26 an. d ~5 not significant s~1 2.st-
·· / 
(C) ~cores after matching technique applied 
s21 2842.30 
· F = s2H = 2, 55 •08 = 1 .32 d.f. = 22 e.nd 22 not significant 
7 .61 - 78.87 
~H-L = 2 21 .08 + 2 
23 + 2, - 2 
1 1 )= 0 • 08 d • f • = ~ 4~ . 23 + 23 not significant . 
:(t) scores after matching technique applied 
2 
F S H 2-.95 = 1.35 d.f. = -22 and 22 not significant 
= S~L = 2.18 
. ·-· -· .---- ...... ···- . 5. 04 - 4.14· - ·-- ·······-···--···-·------~--·-----,-c--.,.c-~ ---·-------~-·-·· -·· 
. . ·-· . tH-1 = : 2 2. - + . 2 2. ,.8 
~ 2; + .· 23 - 2 
.... 1 )'= ¢.92 d.f-~ = ~ 44 
- + == · not significant ·2, 2, 
·--··-·'·-:·'"'"•" ···-·--------·" .. '·-·-- ' 
............. -••• ••••• •••• • ~- --•·.-, < - - ,_ -·· ,,.~ ' - •• -
I 
' 





,; .. ,;. 
( d ) Qo l}.t • . . ' . 
Cut-off Scores: mean 
(c) scores 
F = 52H _ 32~1 ·~ .. 1.02 d,f. = 14o a.nd 149 not significant ~ - 3210.47 
581 .69 - 558.24 -
tH-L .. 041 (i2~1 ·;f32 (:150J321.Q:!f7 )/ 1 + 1 )= 3.5, d·.f • = 189 1· 1 1 + 150 _ 2 ~141 150 significant 
(C) scores after matching technique applied 
S2H 3106.77 
F = S~L = 3031 .66 = 1 .02 d.f. 122 and 122 not significant 
(E) scores after matching technique applied 
s2 3.54 F = H - = 1 • 29. d .f. = 122 and 1-22 not- si·gnifieru1t 
~2L - 2.75 
_ - 5.11 - 4.76 , 
_ · 
·. tH-L =1,25 :c1.2tx + J:25 c2·.;5r ·( 1 +· .1 ·1 _ =123 + 12; - 2 123 . 12; , . 
. 
-•• •·• a -
---·~~-~-·'-- • =--••~ ! - ' 
---:,-·····•-·~.;-.•'•·-•·-•""·"'~-•·.- ·-• • ·•~···•· ,-· -
1.54 d.f.;: 244 
not significant 
- -"''~- ~- .... -~·--. --· - -·- - ~ - - -- -· ,~ --, . ~---- ~ --- ,•-~- .... ,~-......... ~ 
.\""" ·---:· .,._.. 
0 
••><••"""•n••••'"'""' •• ••••••u•·e"~••--·•••''-•-"4<•-••-••••••""" ,,·« .. ." """•·~··'• .,~.,,.a •,-•• ••• -··•• h•m,,• '""' >•""'"~ ,<•••"• •••"·-:.··~·• ;,~--·~• 
. • •- •·,-·,w·· •.~ .-,•,-•' -- -· ' ' '•' - - ... ,,••••• -"·•••"•,-· ., , ... ,'•• ''"'. •,•,••!" oa""I""•-:~·-~· ,·• • 
. .. ~-·· ·- •- "-




College Board Aptitude Test Coroudttee. ! descri~tion of the Collese 
Board Scholastic Aptitude Test. College Entrance Examination 
Board, ·oe, 956, ··, 19-46. 
Guilford, J.P. & Zimmerman, Wayne s. The Guilford-Zimmerman 
- a 
............ Temnerament §urv.ey, Manual of Instructions and Interpretations, 
Beverly Hills, California, Sheridan Supply Company, 1949. 
Walker, H. M. & Lev, J. Statistical Inference, New York: Henry 
Holt, 195,. · 
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